
Our company is hiring for a data warehouse analyst. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data warehouse analyst

Develop test plans and design test cases
Collaborate with stakeholders to clarify project requirements and business
objectives and acquire commitments
Decompose business problems quickly and work with the project team to
determine the root cause and provide solution alternatives
Derive a detailed understanding of the stated business problem and
objectives and work with the stakeholder and technical team toward
resolution to achieve the objectives
Plan and facilitate requirements gathering utilizing focus sessions, one-on-one
interviews, and job shadowing
Utilize advanced modeling techniques to develop high-level system
narratives, presentations, storyboards, use cases and user interface
prototypes
Work with QA team to develop system test plans, ensure software quality
assurance (SQA)
Work with stakeholders to gather prioritized requirements, establish scope,
select appropriate analytical methodologies, and set expectations for
reporting or analysis deliverables, in order to successfully address business
issues
Develop best practices for data loading and extraction into and out of the
data warehouse
Plan, design, schedule and coordinate data warehouse analysis, design,
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Qualifications for data warehouse analyst

Minimum 2-5 years of experience in analytics, reporting and data
warehousing
Techno-functional knowledge of areas like SAP, Workday and related analytics
for a software oriented business is desirable
A bachelor’s degree in engineering or master’s degree in statistics, or
mathematic is preferred (a degree in Finance or business is acceptable)
Person should be able to work on site in San Jose, CA
Bachelor’s degree in IT or related technical field of study
3+ years of Experience in creating technical specification creating and
executing detailed test plans


